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Visual communication is a popular art form that aids in the transmission of information and reflects people’s aesthetic pref-
erences. In visual communication, the graphic element is an important combination element that plays a key role. Virtual reality
(VR) technology will become more widely used as computer technology advances and network applications become more
popular. As a result, research into VR technology generation and application in packaging design will aid in the popularization
and application of VR technology, as well as the advancement of product packaging design. )e application of graphic com-
position art in packaging visual communication design is investigated in this paper. )is paper introduces the basic concepts and
characteristics of virtual reality (VR), as well as the development and application fields of VR technology, based on the current
state of virtual panorama development at home and abroad. It also provides advice and recommendations on graphic creativity in
VR technology packaging design, as well as the symbol of graphic creativity and the value of graphic composition art in packaging
visual communication design.

1. Introduction

Digital 3D panorama technology, which is based on se-
quential pictures, stitches together static images to create a
360-degree panoramic image that accurately reproduces the
real scene [1]. )ese new features give us a fresh perspective
and give visitors a genuine sense of “being there.” Since its
inception, the design has evolved from its original functions
of protection and transportation to that of a brand carrier in
the marketing era [2]. )e design of the packaging is an
important part of visual communication. However, since the
gradual commercialization of packaging, it has strayed from
the single coverage of visual communication design and
injected new life into marketing and branding. Packaging
can no longer be defined solely in terms of plane range.
Packaging has evolved into a brand symbol [3]. People’s lives
are constantly influenced by visual communication design.
Nowadays, it has penetrated into every aspect of people’s
daily life, not only reflecting people’s lifestyle characteristics
but also influencing people’s life behavior. With the social
progress and the accelerated pace of people’s lives, people’s

demand for information and other aspects has greatly in-
creased, and they no longer just stay in the traditional mode
of obtaining information by printing products but instead
want various shortcuts to obtain the latest information
anytime, anywhere [4]. At present, with the continuous
development and progress of science and technology,
people’s aesthetic concept has also undergone great changes.
In the visual communication design, people’s aesthetic taste
has also changed to some extent. )erefore, visual com-
munication design must keep pace with the times [5].
Among them, the significance of graphic composition art in
visual communication is very critical, and it is closely related
to visual communication design. It is very important to
explore the application of graphic composition art in visual
communication design.

Packaging serves to protect goods while also encour-
aging sales. It is necessary to reproduce commodities in
graphic form in order to generate visual demand for con-
sumers [6] so that they can directly understand the contents
of commodity packaging. )e graphics on the package are
intended to help consumers understand the shape and color
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of the goods in the package, to give them an intuitive im-
pression of the goods, and to make them feel the goods’
unique humanistic care, in order to motivate them to buy
more. )e pursuit of visual beauty and other sensory stimuli
has become a factor that must be considered in modern
packaging design [7]. )e function of modern packaging is
not only to transmit information but also to bring people the
enjoyment of beauty. Packaging design’s literary goal is to
communicate visual design. Visual composition and visual
language, of course, will be part of the design. Visually
sensing pictures can be used to make products more ap-
pealing. Visually sensing words [8] allow you to sense the
connotation and humanity of products. Packaging aspires to
resonate with consumers on a spiritual level by shaping the
soul and spirit of industrial culture and then allowing them
to pay for their spiritual enjoyment and taste. Graphic art
and visual communication design for packaging are both
external and interdependent. It is designed as a table and
composed as Pochtar and Malakhov [9]. Packaging visual
communication design is nothing but a dead letter if it lacks
the art of graphic composition. In the same way, graphic
composition art is useless without packaging visual com-
munication design. )is paper studies the graphic compo-
sition art of packaging visual communication design based
on virtual reality (VR).

With the development of the commodity economy, ob-
jective demand puts forward more requirements for pack-
aging, and it is necessary to participate in the competition of
market circulation [3]. )e new design language is naturally
integrated into the commercial design concept, which con-
tributes to the greater success of marketing. )e market is
gradually developing in the direction of collectivization and
supercalculation, which leads to the constant renewal of
design concept and form [10]. Exquisite packaging design
plays an important role in the process of production and
marketing. For modern packaging design, packaging design
plays an increasingly important role in product sales [11]. In
order to enable consumers to intuitively understand the
product features and leave a deep impression on the products,
thus generating a strong desire to buy, the means of brand
image design integrated with graphics and words on the
packaging are becoming more and more abundant. )e
product packaging design should pay attention to graceful
beauty; that is, simplicity is the best. Pay attention to the
beauty of the image, that is, rich connotation [12]. )erefore,
the quality of graphic composition is closely related to the
requirements of packaging visual communication design, or it
must be treated as art rather than technology. Particularly rare
design is to express rich brand image content in concise
packaging graphic design. It is not difficult to find that the art
of graphic composition plays a vital role in the visual com-
munication of packaging. )erefore, based on the theoretical
research of VR technology, this paper focuses on practical
application. )rough practical application, the application
value of VR technology, the key technologies of digital 3D
panorama technology, and the research contents of 3D
panorama packaging design and display are completed. )is
paper probes into the art of graphic composition in packaging
visual communication design.

2. Related Work

Packaging, according to the literature [13], has two mean-
ings: one refers to a series of activities involved in the design
and manufacture of containers or wrappers, and the other
refers to the container or wrapper itself. )e literature [14]
begins with people’s perceptions and perceptions, then
combines product packaging design characteristics, and fi-
nally takes the practical application of multisensory expe-
rience, for example, a more in-depth examination of how
people’s visual sensory needs for packaging design change
over time, the desire for sensory stimulation, and also, re-
search into how to develop and apply the visual space effect
in multisensory experience packaging design in a reasonable
manner. Engineering and aesthetics should be linked in
packaging design, according to literature [15], and both
practicality and artistic beauty should be considered. It is a
synthesis of several disciplines with the themes of
achievement, practicality, and art and culture running
through it. Packaging design, according to literature [14], is
an important cultural product. Whatever kind of packaging
design is the designer’s cognition and summary of the
product, the content is rich and changeable. From the
practical application of the following four aspects, literature
[16] analyzes the application of the interactive concept in
packaging design: (1) packaging structure interaction, (2)
packaging visual image interaction, (3) packaging usage
methods interacting with one another, and (4) interaction
between the packaging and the user’s experience. It also
examines the interaction concept’s expression form and
realization principle in the four applications mentioned
above. )e article [17] combines comparative analysis and
historical analysis in order to gain a better understanding of
the evolution of visual communication design. Comparing
and contrasting the development of Chinese and foreign
visual communication design in order to better recognize the
research object, broaden the research perspective, and begin
an in-depth investigation of the subject, literature [18] has
done a detailed research on packaging design with inter-
active concepts in the current packaging design field and
analyzed the application of interactive concepts in packaging
design at this stage. )e analysis shows that there are in-
teractive concepts in packaging structure design, packaging
visual image design, packaging opening methods, and
packaging users’experience of packaging. Literature [19]
focuses on the combination of consumer perception, per-
ceptual psychological process, and the visual space of
packaging design with the concept of “multisensory” as the
main research object. Its purpose is to study the selection
and characteristics of elements that affect the packaging of
multisensory experience packaging, such as the shape,
structure, color, and packaging material design. At the same
time, it also includes the influence of visual elements on
other senses, as well as the design performance and appli-
cation of visual space and senses in virtual packaging design
in the new media era. Literature [20] explored the rela-
tionship between graphic composition art and visual
communication design and how to apply graphic compo-
sition art in visual communication design. He also pointed
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out that in the process of specific visual communication
design, designers should focus on the artistic elements of
graphics and integrate them into the works better, making
the works more aura and vitality. Literature [9] aimed at the
problem of poor element integration performance in tra-
ditional packaging visual graphic element integration sys-
tems and designed a packaging visual graphic element
integration system based on VR. )e application environ-
ment of virtual packaging—the attributes of virtual space
and the new characteristics of interpersonal communication
in virtual space—was investigated in literature [21]. Con-
centrate on the form composition and sensory elements of
virtual packaging, which is a new concept, and classify the
virtual packaging manifestations that contain these ele-
ments. According to literature [22], no design activity is
solely for the purpose of design. )e ultimate goal is to
convey visual information in a clear and effective manner, as
well as to obtain feedback through effective appeals. )is set
of behaviors is organically consistent, interactive, and in-
extricably linked to the media. According to literature [23],
the form of expression for information transmission and
ideology influences graphic creativity in packaging design.
)e form of expression is a type of modeling that is orga-
nized into a grammatical structure by a plethora of forms.
)e imagination can be concretized and visualized with the
help of appropriate and effective media, forms, and methods
in order to achieve content unity. As a result, unique visual
language and formal structure in packaging graphic design
must be studied. )e literature [24] is based on the fun-
damental theories of omnimedia and visual communication
design, using semiotics, design, psychology, marketing,
communication, and other theories as the foundation, and
employing the methods of literature consultation and
practice summaries to comprehend the omnimedia. )e
article’s arguments are based on the various development
forms of visual communication design in the era. Utilize the
survey data to identify typical cases, analyze and summarize
the thesis’s arguments, and gradually organize them into
articles. Literature [25] starts from the principle of packaging
visual communication design and divides visual commu-
nication design into two-dimensional graphic design.
Starting from the perspective of brand effect, through the
promotion effect of packaging design on the brand, it an-
alyzes the packaging cases of well-known sportswear brands
at home and abroad. Combining computer graphic design
software to use it in practice, it has received good market
feedback.)rough the discussion of graphic composition art
in packaging visual communication design, the article re-
veals the important position of graphic design in commodity
packaging. )e geometric model of camera imaging and the
resulting transformation model between images are un-
derstood theoretically, and some basic knowledge that
should be mastered in image mosaic is introduced. In VR
technology, the commonly used panorama generation
technology will be studied. )e core technologies of image
mosaic mainly include image registration technology and
image combination technology. )is paper discusses the
rules of beauty composed of graphic creativity and graphic
composition: graphic association and imagination, culture

and graphic symbol, morphological isomorphism, mor-
phological reconstruction, decorative character morphol-
ogy, and so on.)e research on the generation technology of
VR technology and the application of VR in packaging
design in this paper will contribute to the popularization and
application of VR technology and the further development
of product packaging design.

3. Methodology

3.1. VR Technology. VR, also known as spiritual environ-
ment technology, is a lifelike 3D VR environment built by
people using computer technology, which is a new tech-
nology that allows users to simulate vision, hearing, touch,
and other senses through computer input devices, which is
one of the big technologies. Now, we have entered the era of
all media [26]. In the all-media era, new and old media are
developed and integrated. )e media is highly developed,
with rich media, diverse sources of information, and rich
content. It serves mankind through all-media, all-inclusive,
all-sensory, and all-time communication methods. Human
aesthetic needs, information needs, commodity needs,
technology drive, audience segmentation, and policy sup-
port have enabled the rapid development of all media and its
global popularity. VR has three main characteristics:
interactivity, immersion, and imagination. )e composition
of VR is shown in Figure 1.

In essence, VR technology is an advanced and digital
interface between humans and computers. It can provide
users with a 3D virtual environment that combines com-
prehensive perception of vision, hearing, and touch. Users
are in this environment, interact with this simulated envi-
ronment, get all kinds of information contained in the
virtual environment, synthesize their own perception and
knowledge, and finish their work in this environment most
efficiently and conveniently. VR technology is a combination
of software and hardware, which includes computer
graphics, image processing, and pattern recognition.

Virtual products refer to the articles that are designed
and produced by VR technology, have use value and ex-
change value, and flow and use in virtual space, with the
computer as a creative platform and network as a com-
munication channel. Atoms are the basic units of materials
and even physical objects, and the essence of virtual products
is a digital model built by a string of binary data in a
computer. Virtual products depend on the network virtual
space.

We can design packages that can effectively convey the
characteristics of virtual products and serve the marketing of
virtual products, based on the specific needs of the network,
by using VR technology and cutting-edge design concepts,
and organically integrating graphics, words, sounds, and
other elements. Digital containers and auxiliarymaterials are
used in the circulation and use of virtual products to make
them easier to use and manage, to improve the image, and to
increase the value and emotional communication, resulting
in increased product sales. Virtual packaging is a type of
conceptual packaging that is also known as symbol pack-
aging and consciousness packaging. )e need for emotional
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communication between people and computers, as well as
people in the man-machine interface environment, is
conveyed by it. Create a VR-based packaging visual graphic
element integration module that can scale, roam, and
combine visual graphic elements to achieve packaging visual
graphic element integration.

3.2. Graphic Composition Art of Packaging Visual Commu-
nication Design. From the visual communication design
itself, graphic engineering is an indispensable part because
there is a mutual dependence and mutual achievement
between them. In visual communication design, design is
often the most important, and composition is the most
important supplement.)e former is mainly reflected on the
surface, while the latter is reflected in the design concept.
Graphic art and packaging visual communication design are
inextricably linked. Without graphic composition, packag-
ing visual communication design is just empty talk.

)e focus of packaging design refers to the concentration
of content and the prominence of visual language. Visual
expression is to achieve the ideal visual effect through the
design of graphics, characters, and colors on the package, so
as to realize the promotion function of the package. For
product packaging, the design structure should not only
show the characteristics of the product concisely but also
attract the attention of consumers. It is necessary to be
creative and acceptable to people, and the packaging design
should be elegant and unconventional. In terms of ex-
pression, designers should give full play to the imagination,
achieve the highest quality brand image communication
effect, and use imagination space, association, abstraction,
contrast, and other techniques to complete product pack-
aging design.

Graphic design plays a very important role in com-
modity packaging. No matter what style of packaging, the
key lies in whether there is unique thought and soul, and
whether a visual beauty is conveyed through the estab-
lishment and application of visual elements such as graphics.
In graphic design, “simplicity without monotony, richness
without triviality” has always been the highest aesthetic
realm pursued by designers. For creative packaging graphics,
rich connotation and design artistic conception are

particularly important and rare in simple graphics. On the
one hand, it is determined by the characteristics of graphics
itself to transmit information, and on the other hand, it is to
meet the needs of today’s fast-paced information society. In
the application of graphic composition art in visual com-
munication design, attention should be paid to the appli-
cation of graphic composition art to shape brand image,
convey product information, and attract the audience’s
attention. Figure 2 shows the cognitive process of packaging
design information.

General product packaging design ideas are knowing
products, understanding products, feeling products, and
creating works. )is is the basis of packaging design, and the
lack of any link will have an impact on the final design result.
)e experience of excellent designers comes from accu-
mulated design activities, rich cultural knowledge, and
profound composition design literacy, so graphic design,
graphic composition, and brand image communication can
be closely combined together. As far as the graphic com-
position is concerned, it is mainly reflected in the plane
combination form of visual images; that is to say, it is
necessary to decompose and combine regularly according to
the formal law of beauty, so as to create a new combination
order and form a creative visual image. As far as the
composition of graphics is concerned, it highlights the ra-
tional characteristics, can reflect a psychological reaction
when graphics are transmitted to people through vision, and
fully embodies the concept of serving the people and hu-
manized design.

Graphics is a more direct and accurate communication
medium in the process of visual communication because it is
a symbolic image in the design of visual space. It plays a
crucial role in informing and educating people about culture
and information. As a result, in packaging visual commu-
nication design, the creativity and composition of graphics
are rich in artistry. In today’s graphic design, people usually
pay more attention to how language, words, and sounds are
used to create so that graphics can better reflect the char-
acteristics of both sound and emotion, which simply reflects
the new concept of combining modern new media tech-
nology with broad-based culture. As a result, a mutual dialog
mechanism based on communication has been established
in a variety of fields, greatly increasing the potential for

User
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Helmet mounted display
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rendering system
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Figure 1: Virtual environment architecture.
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design reflection, supplement, and description. Visual
communication is not a real-time design from this per-
spective. He emphasizes people’s actual information
transmission, as well as modern communication ideas and
information exchange, with a degree of fact and abstraction
that cannot be seen or touched.

3.3. Packaging Design Based on VR. )e form of virtual
packaging is an artificial form designed and processed
according to the form of virtual products. It is the skeleton of
virtual packaging and the foundation of all other virtual
packaging elements. Understanding the virtual packaging
form mainly depends on vision and touch, in which the
visual response is faster and sharper than the touch response,
and it has higher recognition ability for the form. )e
modeling of virtual packaging does not carry virtual
products from the physical level. Although it gets rid of the
limitations of space and materials, it should still fit with the
theme, form, and emotional level of virtual products. )e
packaging visual graphic element operation unit can realize
the switching, deleting, and adding of packaging visual
graphic elements and can help system users obtain the
current graphic element existence and its corresponding
switching state.

Perform Taylor expansion of the Gaussian difference
scale-space function D(x,y,σ), where X � (x, y, σ)T repre-
sents the offset of the original sample point. )en take the
derivative ofD(x) and set the value to 0 to obtain the extreme
value x of x, as shown in equation (2). Finally, x is
substituted into equation (1). If the result obtained is less
than 0.03, it is considered as a low-contrast point and
deleted.

D(x) � D +
zD

T

zx
x +

1
2
x

Tz
2
D

zx
2 x, (1)

x � −
z
2
D

−1

zx
2

zD

zx
. (2)

In order to improve the computational efficiency, instead
of solving the eigenvalues of the complex matrix, the ratio is
calculated. Suppose the larger eigenvalue of the Hessian
matrix is α, and the smaller eigenvalue is β. r � α/β; the trace
of the matrix is Tr(H). )e determinant is Det(H).

H �

Dxx Dxy

Dxy Dyy

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (3)

Tr(H) � Dxx + Dyy � α + β, (4)

Det(H) � DxxDyy − Dxy 
2

� αβ, (5)
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Tr(H)

2

Det(H)
�

(α + β)
2

(αβ)
�

(cβ + β)
2

cβ2
�

(c + 1)
2

c
. (6)

)e value of the ratio only depends on r and has nothing
to do with the magnitude of a and β. When r� 1 (α� β), the
ratio takes the minimum value; as r increases, the ratio also
increases. )erefore, the edge points can be eliminated by
calculating the ratio. Lowe regards a ratio greater than or
equal to 12.1 as the edge point.

Graphic design, text design, color design, and other
elements make up the virtual packaging image. It embodies
the communication, promotion, and aesthetics of virtual
packaging through the visual and informational design of
the exterior of virtual packaging. Virtual packaging image
design can reflect the unique characteristics of virtual
products, accurately convey information in a short amount
of time, attract users’ attention, give users an overall im-
pression of products in a relaxed and pleasant environment,
and then promote the occurrence of choice and purchase
behavior. Importing packaging visual graphic data is pos-
sible with the function of adding packaging visual graphic
elements. )e shapefile that displays packaging visual
graphic elements in the file box must be selected in order to
perform this function. Read the file in accordance with its
specific format, and store it in the appropriate array based on
the type of packaging visual graphic elements. Keep track of
the number and starting position of the packaging visual
graphic elements to make it easier to locate them. Add this
file name to the tree control at the end.

Let S� {U,C,V,f} be an information system. X⊆C is a
subset of attributes, where U/X � X1, X2, . . . , Xn ; the
information volume of X is defined as

I(X) � 

n

i�1

Xi




|U|
1 −

Xi




|U|
  � 1 −

1
|U|

2 

n

i�1
Xi



2
. (7)
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Figure 2: Cognitive process of packaging design information.
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Among them, |X| represents the cardinality of the set X,
and |Xi|/|U| represents the probability of the equivalent Xi

in U. ∀xi ∈ X, the importance of the conditional attribute xi

is defined as

sigX− x{ }(x) � I(X) − I(X − x{ }). (8)

From this, the weight wi of the indicator xi can be
expressed as

wi �
sigX− xi{ }


n
i�1 sigX− xi{ } xi( 

�
I(C) − I C − ci ( 

nI(C) − 
n
i�1 I C − ci ( 

. (9)

Vision is the most important way for people to obtain
external information. )e Internet age is an era of eyeball
economy, and the sense of vision, which already dominates
people’s thinking, is more dominant in this era. Virtual
packaging, as a new and comprehensive packaging category,
conveys to us very rich forms of visual elements, which can
be summarized into four main types, namely, images, texts,
moving images, and colors. Packaging visual graphic ele-
ment switch function needs to set the corresponding array of
mark element switches and establish the connection between
the tree control and the array. When that middle tree item is
selected, the corresponding package visual graphic element
is displayed; otherwise, the corresponding element cannot be
displayed. By controlling the hiding and displaying the state
of elements, the display of elements can be turned off and on.

In the packaging visual graphic element style setting
unit, the user double-clicks the type identifier in front of
each packaging visual graphic element, such as the identifier
of a point, and the pattern filling dialog box will pop up in
the unit, and then the user can implement classified filling
according to the attribute value of the element to change the
display style of the element.

4. Result of Analysis and Discussion

Build a digital model with tactile information using VR
modeling software, and let the experiencer feel the real
tactility through virtual devices like data gloves and handles.
)is is a watershed moment in the evolution of virtual reality
technology, enhancing the realism and affinity of the virtual
world while embodying the humanized virtual design. How
to organize the chosen photos and then realize the com-
position of the packaging graphics through editing and
perfection is a simple task that appears to be difficult to
accomplish. Morphological isomorphism, morphological
reconstruction, and digital morphology are examples of
specific operations. )e goal is to combine various form
factors. A virtual reality-based visual graphic design system
for packaging was created through simulation experiments.

)e traditional packaging visual graphic design system is
compared to the packaging visual graphic design system
based on VR designed in this paper to ensure that the results
of this experiment are comparable. Packaging visual graphic
design systems based on human-computer interaction,
packaging visual graphic design systems based on visual
graphics, and packaging visual graphic design systems based
on the Internet of )ings are examples of traditional

packaging visual graphic design systems. Figure 3 shows a
comparison of the experimental results of the packaging
visual graphic design system’s element integration perfor-
mance based on human-computer interaction, the Internet
of )ings, and visual graphics.

It can be seen from the figure that the integration of
elements based on the visual graphics system has the highest
success rate. We conduct comparative experiments on this
method and the element integration system based on the VR
system. )e experimental results of the element integration
performance of the packaging visual graphic design system
based on VR are shown in Figure 4.

According to the obtained experimental data, the success
rate of element integration of packaging visual graphic
design systems based on VR is higher than that of packaging
visual graphic design systems based on human-computer
interaction, visual graphics, and Internet of )ings, that is to
say, packaging based on VR. )e element integration per-
formance of the visual graphic design system is better than
that of the traditional packaging visual graphic design
system.

In order to further illustrate the effectiveness of the
method in this paper, the algorithm in this paper is used to
process the samples in the commonly used UCI machine
learning database, and the sample Glass data set is selected.
)e data set contains 300 samples, 10 conditional attributes,
and 8 classes. Taking the second attribute in the Glass sample
as an example, the data distribution of this attribute is shown
in Figure 5.

)e element zoom function of the packaging visual
graphic design module includes two types: one is to use the
mouse to zoom in and zoom out the visual graphic elements
of the packaging; the other is to create a rectangular area by
dragging the mouse and enlarging the area to enlarge it to
the entire screen window to zoom in and out of the element.
In the statistics of the experimental results, we eliminated
some more concentrated data so that the pixel level dis-
tribution of the image is approximately uniform. Perform
statistical analysis on the test results.)e experimental result
data is shown in Figure 6.

)e rendering results in the figure show that as the image
size grows with the pixel level, the time-consuming of the
traditional serial algorithm grows exponentially, while our
parallel rendering algorithm grows slowly. It can be seen that
our improved parallel rendering algorithm improves the
computational efficiency of the original algorithm signifi-
cantly, and this efficiency improvement will become more
apparent as the data scale grows. We will use the rendering
of a typical image as an example to look at how rendering
efficiency can be improved at each stage of the process. We
take one of the packaging design pictures as an example, and
the processing time is shown in Figure 7.

)e time-consuming gap can be seen to be quite large. In
terms of efficiency, the rendering time of each layer of the
program that uses parallel rendering is significantly longer
than the original algorithm. )ese results demonstrate that
the parallel improved algorithm outperforms the original
algorithm in terms of computational efficiency. Virtual re-
ality is essentially a human-computer interaction interface.
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)e requirements for the ease of use of virtual packaging are
based on how to integrate the human-machine relationship,
enjoy the joy that technology brings us, and feel the true
meaning of real life. Users can understand the content to be
explained at a glance and choose and edit the information
from their own perspective, thanks to the virtual packaging’s
good interactive performance. On the one hand, the prin-
ciple of a humanized interactive interface necessitates full
consideration of the audience’s thinking habits and
browsing methods, as well as the proper combination of
various elements in terms of information transmission.
Users browsing virtual packaging, on the other hand, is a

nonlinear process that necessitates designers to focus on
content layout according to design needs, have a clear hi-
erarchical structure, strengthen the theme’s communication,
and reduce the difficulty of obtaining information.

After the image processing simulation platform specifies
specific rows or columns, it adopts a 3D curved surface
projection map to represent the fluctuating state of this
information, and the projection map shows a changing
curve. Figure 8 is a 3D surface diagram.

)e realization of the element roaming function of the
packaging visual graphic design module first needs to cal-
culate the mouse offset, then, the initial position coordinates
of the element plus the mouse offset are the origin of the
changed element coordinates, and the rectangular range of
the element’s initial position coordinates reset and redraw the
content of the window to realize drag roaming of elements.
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gration performance between traditional design and VR design.
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Figure 6: Comparison of experimental data between parallel al-
gorithm and serial algorithm.
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)is section makes a detailed analysis and summary of related
algorithms used in image matching, image stitching, and
image fusion. And the simulation experiment of themethod is
carried out in this paper. )e integration of visual graphic
elements of packaging is realized through the combination of
hardware and software; the element matching module mainly
uses the algorithm of this paper to perform element matching.
In order to prove that the element integration performance of
the system is better, a comparison experiment of element
integration performance between the traditional system and
the text system is carried out. )e experimental results prove
that the element integration performance of the system is
better than that of the traditional system. )e system in this
paper realizes the improvement of the element integration
design performance, which is of great help to the packaging
visual design of various products.

5. Conclusions

With the development of society, the concept of design is
also developing, and there are more and more

interdisciplinary integrations, and the field of visual com-
munication design is also more integrated into other design
fields. Visual communication design exists in all aspects of
people’s lives. Packaging, one of the emerging important
marketing elements in this marketing era, plays a unique role
in brand promotion. Packaging design is to build a bridge
between consumers and products that can communicate
with each other. Visual space performance is an important
part of modern packaging design. Excellent packaging de-
sign is the perfect combination of image and image. It can
beautify and weave information and deliver it to people in a
pleasing and multisensory way to complete the relationship
between products and people. )ere is an in-depth spiritual
dialog. Visual communication design is only a guide, it also
requires the perfection and innovation of graphic compo-
sition, and the combination of design and composition can
produce classic packaging or promotional pictures. )e
development of science and technology and changes in the
economic and cultural environment have brought com-
prehensive interaction needs to humans. Interaction design
has emerged as the times require, and interaction is often
realized in a virtual environment. Virtual interaction ele-
ments have brought design and various scientific fields. It
has a profound influence on thought and method. As an
important field in art design, visual communication design
should blend with virtual interactive elements, enrich its
connotation, and let design blend into life.)e application of
VR technology in the field of traditional packaging design
creatively produces new design concepts and methods that
are different from traditional design and achieves design
efficiency and design effects that cannot be achieved by
traditional packaging design. In terms of the artistic and
commercial nature of packaging, both have brought new
breakthroughs.
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